[Information EHF-interactions in a system of live objects (human platelets)].
The molecular informational interaction has been first detected in a system that involves human platelets, exposed to electromagnetic EHF-fluctuations at frequencies of molecular spectra of radiation and absorption of nitric oxide (150.176-150.644 HHz), and native platelets. It has been established that the incubation of a native platelet rich plasma with a similar plasma, exposed to a 5-minute effect of electromagnetic EHF-fluctuations at frequencies of molecular spectra of radiation and absorption of nitric oxide at a mode of peak and frequent modulation of a signal under in vitro conditions, causes a significant (P < 0.05) inhibition of platelet functional activity in the native plasma, in comparison with control. This was displayed by a decreased platelet activation and falling platelet aggregation ability. Some possible mechanisms of interaction are suggested to explain the described effect.